EDM Program
Evolvability, Deployability, & Maintainability

Welcome to David Schinazi as co-lead!
Status Update

https://github.com/intarchboard/edm

https://github.com/intarchboard/draft-use-it-or-lose-it

Met in December, will plan a call for April
Protocol Extensions

Version negotiation vs extensions

VN is more successful if it uses a well-used extension point of another protocol (HTTP using TLS extensions)

IP versions needing a new ether type provide an anti-pattern

To what degree can versions be expressed as groups of extensions?
We’re still learning

There are several areas where we’re still learning best practices, and what works

  Invariants (QUIC)

  Greasing (TLS, QUIC, HTTP)

How can we leverage coordination between implementations to our advantage?
Get involved!

Mailing list: edm@iab.org

Will schedule upcoming call soon

Send your thoughts via email or GitHub issues!